The Center for Vaccine Research (CVR) of the University of Pittsburgh invites outstanding scientists to apply for up to four tenure-track faculty positions at Assistant and Associate Professor levels. This interdepartmental center seeks to recruit faculty working on BSL-2, BSL-3 pathogens and/or select agents who are focusing on understanding the pathogenesis of infectious diseases with a view to translating this knowledge to the early stage development of creative interventions against clinically-relevant human and animal pathogens. Applicants with research interests in rational attenuation, predictive vaccinology, the novel delivery of biopharmaceuticals or who use platform-based approaches to mitigate emerging infectious diseases would be ideally aligned with the mission of CVR.

www.cvr.pitt.edu

Applicants should submit i) a cover letter ii) a statement of research accomplishments and plans iii) a curriculum vitae and iv) the names and contact information for at least three professional references to the CVR Search Committee c/o W. Paul Duprex, PhD, Director Center for Vaccine Research via CVRInfo@pitt.edu (subject line: CVR Faculty Search).